HYMSON INTRODUCTION

ABOUT US
Hymson is a leading manufacturer of innovative laser cutting and automation equipment in China. For
the past decades, industrial manufacturers have relied on Hymson for tailor-made lasers cutting
equipment and automation solutions. With one of the largest R&D, manufacturing capabilities in our
industry, as well as global footprint and distribution network, enables us to proactively meet our
customers newest technological challenges. For the emerging flexible requirements of technologies,
Hymson has developed a robust portfolio of new products and technologies to specifically meet the
customer’s demand with performance and reliability requirements of flexible industrial materials
processing market.

HISTORY
As the leader of laser cutting and automation in China, Hymson has a long history of product and
process excellence. With the largest R&D manufacturing capacities in the industry, our global
presence allows us to bring customized and proactive solutions directly to manufacturing industries.
Since 2007, Hymson has been committed to developing and manufacturing the highest quality laser
cutting equipment. Our rich, diverse history has contributed to Hymson’ s ability to provide the most
added value to our partners. As technology evolved over the years, Hymson’ s efforts persisted to
engineer the most innovative laser processing and automation products – leading to many first-tomarket achievements for various process and product technologies. Today, the Hymson product line
is known for enhancing productivity while providing both consistency and reliability.

OUR PRODUCT SOLUTIONS
Hymson delivers the most innovative, high quality and reliable laser cutting and automation products
to the manufacturing industry. Whatever the material processing and assembly operation, there is a
Hymson product that can meet the specific need. Customers throughout the world use Hymson
products because of their consistent, reliable performance. As a technology leader in laser cutting
and automation, Hymson is motivated to provide product solutions in emerging markets where the
technology is rapidly changing and becoming more complex. With demanding requirements and more
stringent compliance, Hymson has a dedicated team to focus on meeting these industry challenges
with groundbreaking product solutions.

HYMSON EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Hymson succeeds in creating values for our customers through the hard work and commitment of the
expert engineers, scientists and technical support specialists that we employ world-wide. We are
proud to deliver scientific excellence by providing our partners with innovative, cost-efficient solutions
for their most challenging assembly process requirements. A unique advantage to partnering with
Hymson is the exceptional Customer Technical Support (CTS) team that you gain access to. Our
seasoned CTS engineers work as an extension of our customer’s existing staff to ensure your
equipment operations are optimized to produce high-performing, reliable workpiece. No matter what
the challenge, or where you’re located – Hymson will provide on-site production assistance within 12 business days to quickly eliminate deficiencies and avoid down-time.

Thank you for considering Hymson!

MACHINE DESCRIPTION

FEATURE




The HF · B series laser intelligent cutting equipment is the ideal economical machine for highquality sheet metal laser cutting.
Low operation and maintenance cost, high-quality laser cutting can be easily achieved. Varies
of materials with different thickness can be handle with barely help from man.
Industrial-grade high-strength honeycomb structure machine tools ensure long-term stable
operation of equipment. Enclosed protective cover and intelligent exhaust system provide
extremely high standard laser and production safety protection.

FIBER LASER RESONATOR












Light is already coupled into a flexible fiber: The fact that the light is already in a fiber allows it to
be easily delivered to a movable focusing element. This is important for laser cutting, welding,
and folding of metals and polymers
High output power: Fiber lasers can have active regions several kilometers long, and so can
provide very high optical gain. They can support kilowatt levels of continuous output power
because of the fiber's high surface area to volume ratio, which allows efficient cooling
High optical quality: The fiber's waveguiding properties reduce or eliminate thermal distortion of
the optical path, typically producing a non-diffraction, high-quality optical beam
Compact size: Fiber lasers are compact compared to rod or gas lasers of comparable power,
because the fiber can be bent and coiled to save space.
Reliability: Fiber lasers exhibit a great stability under the high temperature and vibrational
environment. Also, it has the features of extended lifetime, and maintenance-free turnkey
operation
High peak power and nanosecond pulses enable effective marking and engraving.
Fiber lasers are now being used to make high-performance surface-acoustic wave (SAW) devices.
These lasers raise throughput and lower cost of ownership in comparison to older solid-state
laser technology

CNC CONTROL SYSTEM

CYPCUT CONTROL PLATFORM












The equipment uses FSCUT laser cutting control system, equipped with a large screen display,
and it’s a professional laser cutting system. Based on Windows operation system, FSCUT
integrates a lot of laser cutting modules with special functions. Equipped with a wireless keyboard
and mouse, the operation is simple and easy
We provide full-featured CypCut cutting software. This software is feature-rich, highly simplifies
and optimizes the cutting process, significantly improving operator efficiency and productivity
The operator sets up before the start of processing and does not need to stop the material
handling during processing
CypCut provides common drawing functions, which can be easily used from the left drawing
toolbar. Most of these drawing functions are similar to AutoCAD, and they are also very intuitive
to use. The software has a variety of user-friendly graphics operating functions, simple and quick
to get started
CypCut software supports graphic data formats such as AI, DXF, PLT, Gerber, and LXD, accepts
international standard G codes generated by Master Cam, Type3, and other software, and
automatically optimizes when external files such as DXF are opened/imported, saving time and
efficiency
In order to obtain high-quality acute and right angles, the software is equipped with real-time
frequency and power curves, and the power of the laser radiation is automatically adjusted
according to the speed of movement of the cutting head. When the cutting head is at zero speed
(at the time when the corner is stopped), the output radiant power is equal to the minimum power
set in the setting to prevent burnout of the corners
The engraving and cutting modes are set individually by the operator before the cutting starts.
The operator can reconfigure the machine and enter new settings without having to stop the












material handling process. Switching between modes occurs automatically, which increases the
productivity of the cutting complex
CypCut software reads the special material library, selects the corresponding material library
parameters according to different materials, and modifies the storage operation
CypCut provides 16 layers, and each layer can be individually set including cutting speed, laser
power, air pressure, cutting height and other process parameters. The color of each layer is
unique, which is convenient for browsing and configuring cutting graphics parameters
The simplicity of the CypCut software allows you to shorten the time the mid-level expert learns
the basic work of the machine. The work cost of mid-level experts will be much lower than highly
intelligent experts, which will have a positive impact on production costs. CypCut software also
offers free upgrades. The software also allows monitoring and control of the installation system:
tracking systems, cooling systems, lasers, and viewing node logs
The BCS100 self-contained capacitor height adjuster (abbreviated as BCS100) adopts a closedloop control method to control the laser-cutting capacitor follower and provides a unique Ethernet
communication (TCP/IP protocol) interface. It is easy to implement high-speed automatic tracking
and sharing with CypCut software. Section perforation, progressive perforation, edge-seeking
cutting, frog-leaping lifting, cutting head elevation setting, flight optical path compensation, etc.
The BCS100 adopts a double-closed-loop algorithm with speed and position. Its performance,
such as speed and accuracy, is significantly better than similar products at domestic and abroad
market
Leapfrog: When the material burns, the optical head rises to the jump height set by the operator.
As the head is raised, the metal melt does not fall on the nozzle part, and cannot be derived or
the whole optical head fails. Cut further from the set distance
Uninterrupted Cutting: This method can significantly reduce the processing time of the sheet
because it does not cut every detail individually, but instead cuts all the contours into a straight
line. The high-speed optical head delivers the entire sheet line by line, cutting out the contours of
the corresponding segments.

CUTTING DATA BASE LIBARAY


The laser system features an integrated cutting data base with parameters for many common
material and different material-cut conditions. The machine operator can make modifications to
the cutting data base at the control panel. The cutting data base management software can list
all of the available material files or can requested to display only those files that meet certain
criteria. For example, the system can display only those materials of a particular type or thickness
that fit in a process group. Using the cutting data base management system, the operator can
select closest existing cutting data file as a starting point for next cutting applications, different
applications (precision, standard, high speed, etching, etc.)

MACHINE BASE








Utilize state-of-the-art welding technology to form the machine tool base
Heat treatment to strengthen the intensity and stiffness of base
First step processing and second time mechanical stress relief, after these steps the machine
base proceed with semi and final processing procedures.
Hymson patented machine base design, its structure matches industrial machine tool standard
with high accuracy and rigidity, and machine mechanical stress has been completely removed
during the process of welding and machining
Machine frame has been designed and welded in honeycomb structure, which is effectively
spread the thrusting force produced by motion of electric motor to every part of the machine
and thus guarantees the machine runs extremely stable

INTELLIGENT DUST & PARTICLES EXTRACTION SYSTEM



It helps to extract the dust and metal particles while the machine is running to protect the laser
equipment and keep the entire workspace clean. When the cutting head moves, it will
automatically trigger the extraction function in certain area and other cells will keep shutting
down. If the cutting head moves away to the other cells, the extraction function will be
automatically shutting down in previous cell. This design can focus the extraction power into
only one working cell to increase the extraction capacity

MOTOR & CHAIN STRUCTURE




Four sets of high intensity chain clusters, extremely stable and reliable, the switching velocity of
the exchanging cutting table is only between 8-15s
Running mode such as linkage exchange or independent exchange, prevent off-center running
and collision. Convenient for materials loading and unloading, easier to remove the wastes.

MOTION SYSTEM


The material remains stationary on the cutting table as the
cutting head moves in the X, Y and Z-axis. This high precision
three axis drive system consists of re-circulation ball screw in
the Z axis with dual high speed, helical rack and pinion drives
in the X & Y-axis. The result is faster part processing with a
quieter and smoother drive system. In conjunction with the
guides the motion accuracy and positioning speeds provides
exceptional performance.

HIGH-SPEED CUTTING HEAD






Motorized focus position adjustment for automatic machine setup
and piercing work
Lightweight and slim design created for fast acceleration and
cutting speed
Permanent protective window monitoring
Completely dustproof beam path with protective windows
Display of operating parameters and interface for machine control.
Pressure monitoring in the nozzle area (gas cutting) and in the
head

PRESSURE REGULATOR


Automatic pressure regulator is applied for the
machine. According to different cutting materials, CNC
system regulate the air pressure and air types to
produce an outstanding quality cut. Air consumption reduce
30%-40% and increase the production capacity to 60%
or higher

CHILLER


The chiller system pumps the refrigerated water circulating inside the
laser cutting system to keep the laser resonator, optics and cutting
head at the constant low temperature. The chillers are designed to
consume less energy than conventional chillers, high accuracy
temperature control with reliable performance. Customer supplied
distilled water is required to be added to the chiller at initial installation
and for routine maintenance

CONTROL CABINET


The machine is equipped with a control cabinet, which meets the EU and USA machine standard.
Inside the cabinet, the strong and weak current are separated, all lines are clear and easy to
check. We also put an independent air conditioner to reduce the heat generated by the current.
This additional device assists to extract the dust and small particles inside so it can keep the
power supply running safely and continuously, totally maintenance free and it's extremely reliable

ENCLOSURE


The machine is supplied with and enclosure around the cutting table area. An enclosure
around the cutting area helps improve dust collection and protects from scattered
radiation. The cutting area is still accessible through the interlocked doors and the cutting
process can be viewed through the windows around the machine

CONSUMABLES


The machine is supplied with focus lenses and cutting nozzles and slat tables. These items will
need to be cleaned and replaced at a frequency dependent on the application and processing
techniques. Additional consumables such as oils, lubricants and other items will need to be
purchased by the customer on an as needed basis

OPTIONAL COMPONENTS:
PROPORTIONAL PRESSURE REGULATOR




Excellent hysteresis for precise control;
Extremely high flow capacity;
Variety of inputs for flexibility;

SAFETY LIGHT GRIDS



Optoelectronic safety device is used as entry, danger point or danger zone
guards.
Protection Class IP67;

MONITORING SYSTEM





Industrial turret HD camera;
21.5in HD display;
High-speed data transfer, supporting HDTVI, AHD, analog and internet
signal;
Infrared and water proof technology, protection class IP66;

DUST COLLECTOR








Lower initial cost per cubic meter of air per hour (m3/h)
Higher efficiency—cleaner air
Lower pressure drop—greater energy savings
Fewer filter changeouts
Reduced filter disposal cost
Easy system setup
Less maintenance

CONFIGURATION

CAD/CAM System

Name

Specification

Features

Control System

CypCut

Multi-function/ Simple Operations

Machine Bed

Hymson HF B

Fully Protected/ Rigid

Mechanical

Servo Motor

SANYO DENKI

Smooth/ Stable

System

Reduction Gear

Apex

Highly Stable

Pinion and Rack

Apex

Highly Stable

Pneumatic

Smart Control

SMC.PARKER.AIRTAC

Multi-gas Exchange

System

Press Regulator

AVENTICS

Pressure Control

Fiber Laser

1500W-3000W

IPG/MAX

Laser Cutting Head

HYMSON

Fast/ Stable

Electrical Elements

Schneider/ etc.

Good Quality

Smart Extracting

Hymson Stardand

Great Protection on Optic

Dedusting Fan

DZ series

System/Power unit

Environmental

Cooling System

Hymson

Protection on Laser/ Cutting Head

Control

Air-conditioner

Hymson

Ensure Long Time Operation

Optic System

Power Unit

Dedusting Unit

SYSTEM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Equipment Model

HF3015B

Working Range

3000mmX1500mm

Z axis track

240mm

X/Y axis positioning accuracy

±0.03mm/m

X/Y axis repetition positioning accuracy

±0.02mm

X/Y axis max positioning speed

140m/min

X/Y axis max acceleration

1.0 g

Z axis max positioning speed

30m/min

Z axis max acceleration

1.0g

IP Degree

IP54

Machine weight

8t

Max. workpiece weight

0.8 t

Dimensions(L*W)

8330mmX5700mm

Materials

SUS
N2

Reference Cutting Speed（m/min）

Thickness
（mm）

1500W

2000W

3000W

1.0

20.0-25.0

20.0-28.0

25.0-40.0

2.0

8.0-12.0

9.0-13.0

15.0-25.0

3.0

4.0-6.0

4.0-6.5

7.0-11.0

4.0

2.5-3.5

3.0-4.5

4.0-7.0

5.0

1.4-1.8

1.8-2.5

2.5-4.0

6.0

0.8-1.0

1.2-1.8

2.0-3.2

8.0

0.5-0.7②

0.7-1.0

1.2-1.8

0.5-0.6②

0.7-1.0

10.0
12.0

Aluminum
N2

0.3-0.5②

1.0

10.0-20.0

13.0-25.0

25.0-35.0

2.0

5.0-7.0

7.0-10.0

12.0-16.0

3.0

2.5-3.0

4.0-6.0

6.5-8.0

4.0

0.9-1.4

2.5-3.5

3.5-5.0

5.0

0.7-1.0①

1.4-1.8

2.5-3.5

6.0

0.5-0.6②

0.8-1.2

1.8-3.0

0.6-0.8②

0.9-1.3

8.0

Brass
N2

10.0

0.4-0.7①

12.0

0.3-0.45②

1.0

10.0-15.0

10.0-16.0

20.0-30.0

2.0

3.0-4.0

6.0-8.0

9.0-12.0

3.0

1.2-2.0

2.5-4.0

4.0-6.0

4.0

0.9-1.1

1.6-2.2

3.0-4.5

5.0

0.6-0.8②

0.9-1.2

1.5-2.4

0.4-0.7②

1.0-1.8

6.0

Mild Steel
O2/N2

8.0
1.0
2.0

7.0-10.0/20.0-25.0
5.0-6.0/8.0-12.0

7.0-12.0/25.0-28.0
5.0-6.5/10.0-13.0

0.5-0.6②
7.0-12.0/28.0-40.0
5.0-7.0/16.0-25.0

3.0

3.0-4.6

3.0-4.6

3.0-4.5/8.0-11.0

4.0

2.5-3.0

2.8-4.0

2.8-4.0

5.0

2.3-2.6

2.4-3.2

2.5-3.0

6.0

1.7-2.2

1.8-2.5

2.4-3.2

8.0

1.2-1.4

1.4-2.0

1.8-2.4

10.0

0.9-1.1

1.0-1.4

1.1-1.8

12.0

0.6-0.8①

0.9-1.2

0.9-1.4

16.0

0.60-0.75①

0.7-0.85

20.0

0.4-0.5②

0.5-0.75

22.0

0.5-0.65②

① Suitable for small amount with simple drawings and average quality; ②Max cutting thickness for sample;
The quality and speed may be different by actual materials and operators

